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By the time we meet on September 14th at Voorhees High School,
Apple will have made their anxiously awaited September 10th
announcements. What will they be? How will the stock react? What will
WE do?

MACNJwill meet as usual on the 2nd Saturday of themonth,
having a good time and learning a few things while we're at it. Invite your
friends. What will we learn?

We have reviewed many great PAID learning sites over the years.
Lynda.com is just one site with exceptional content and high quality
video from experts. So, I ask the question, when was the last time you
visited Apple.com with the same intentions - learning software, tips and
tricks etc.? I'll bet it's been quite some time. And I'll bet you may be
surprised at what Apple offers.

iWork in particular, composed ofNumbers, Pages and Keynote, is the basic
Mac foundation for our "work work" aside from graphics, movies, photos
and thousands of Apps available. I use something from iWork everyday. I
use it successfully even with Microsoft documents and spreadsheets.

We've talked about how computers are no longer "computing", number
crunching machines which just happen, in the Mac case, to have great
graphics (and design) too. We've dubbed them "communication
machines" at MACNJ. You see, your great photos, videos and whatever
have to be "communicated" to someone to have widespread value. iWork
is what makes a lot of that possible – easily. No, I don't miss
ClarisWorks anymore. If iWork can't do it, be sure, "there's an App for
that."

Come see us at 9am on Saturday the 14th. You'll learn a lot about
how Apple helps you help yourself learn and, hopefully, make life easier
and more interesting using your Mac.

See you soon.

Bill Barr, Program Chair

Hello MACNJ!

2013-2014
MEETING DATES

September 14
October 12
November 9

December 7 (1st SAT )
January 11
February 8
March 8

April 5 (1st SAT )
May 10

June 7 (1st SAT )
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Podcatcher Comparison, Pt 1
by Frank Petrie

We're going to compare four of the better known
podcast clients on the market today. This month,
we're going to look at Apple's Podcasts and iCatcher.
Next month, Downcast and Instacast.

To give you an idea of where I'm coming from, when
I moved into my studio apartment two and a half
years ago, I made it my mission to the cut the cable.
Thanks to AppleTV, HuluPLUS and a military-grade
HDTV antenna, mission accomplished. I can watch
most of my TV shows, sporting events and several
podcasts on my 42" LED HDTV.

Yet, there are several podcasts, both audio and video,
that I prefer to have on my mobile devices so that I
can watch them anywhere, at anytime.

This month, we're going to review the two apps that
I currently use regularly. One I use on my iPad to
capture video podcasts, the other on my iPhone to
capture audio podcasts. I find that I have different
requirements for different podcasts, hence the two
apps. To be honest, the podcatcher that I use on my
iPad, I've been using for years. But, I'm going to look
over some of these other clients and see if they can
better fit the bill.

COMMON FEATURES

All of the clients have the same set of controls. To
avoid repetition, they are as follows: the standard
thirty second froward/reverse buttons (except
Podcasts, which only has the reverse selection), go to
the beginning/end buttons, the speed control button
and edit buttons.

PODCASTS

This is Apple's bare-bones entry. I use it as my audio
podcatcher. Why? Because I only catch three audio
podcasts and my requirements are simple (although
this is not to say this is the limit of its capabilities).

It has access to a collection of podcasts but the
choices, I feel are fairly limited (although you can, of
course add your own feeds).The store is that strange
'program merry-go-round' that you swipe left or right
to pick a category, then swipe down to see your
various choices (obviously not a particular favorite
UI of mine).

The latest iteration is the first to fall to the chop of
the skeumorphiism hatchet. Gone is the reel-to-reel
tape recorder, replaced with a very simple functions
bar. The interface is very simple, cover view or list
view. Personally, I find the list layout on the iPad the
most appealing (thanks to the extra screen real
estate) and the portrait layout easier to navigate on
the iPhone.

One qualm with this app is that the iCloud refresh
on the iPhone seems awfully slow. I regularly have to
hit the refresh button twice for whatever reason,
while the refresh on the iPad is fine. It's the same
app, so go figure!.

Another would be that it's manual is hard to find due
to the fact it's located on Apple's site. It's also not
very helpful. To find out how to unsubscribe from a
podcast, I had to go to a third party site and while
they could tell me how to stop the delivery of
episodes, they couldn't tell me how to remove the
artwork from my library. Once you learn what you
have to do, it's actually quite simple (irony).

(available in the App Store)

continues on page 3
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Somewhat of a plus is that you can sync your podcasts
between iDevices (although you have to download the
same podcast to both iDevices and wait a long time for
them to sync up). A downside, however, is that you can
not subscribe to podcasts that require a password
prescription. To get these, you must manually connect
to your desktop and engage iTunes.

Also of note, you'll find a button at the bottom of your
screen, "My Stations." Think of it as "My Playlists" and
you'll know exactly what to do. You can keep track of
what episodes are downloaded for each podcast, how
many are in the queue and download settings.

Grade: B-
Price: Free

I use this app on my iPad to capture some of my video
podcasts (the rest I get through my AppleTV). This is
my choice because this is the podcatcher I started with
and I haven't felt that I needed any app that provided
more features.

ICatcher presents you with a simple interface with five
screens: podcasts, downloads, playlists, help and
settings. From within 'Podcasts,' you can subscribe to
podcasts, video and/or audio, from a search bar or by
enterimg a URL, video or audio. And you can subscribe
to password enabled podcasts. Like ScreenCastsOnline
(hint, hint). As in Podcasts, you keep track of what
episodes are downloaded for each podcast, how many
are in the queue and download settings

Downloads is self explanatory, as are playlists, help and
settings. There are also settings for separate audio and
video podcast playlists.

You can change the play speed by pressing the speed
button, or swiping up the screen to increase speed and
swiping down the screen to decrease speed. There's
support for password proteçted feeds, support for
AirPlay, episodes/podcasts/playlists data sync via
iCloud (although, like Podcasts, you have to download
the same podcast to both iDevices and wait for them to
sync up) and numerous other features.

Grade: B+
Price: Free

So, that's it for part 1. So far, it boils down to this; for
me at least, Apple's Podcaster fits my audio workflow,
as my only demand is that it plays the podcast that I
select. My needs are extremely basic for audio
podcasts, ergo, my requirements are met.

As for the video, I find a few features of interest in
Podcasts that may satisfy my needs and help me work
my podcatchers down to one client. But not being able
to download subscription podcasts, such as
ScreenCastsOnline (hint, hint) is a dealbreaker.

Next month, we'll move on to two of the more popular
podcatchers: Downcast and Instacast.

© 2013 Frank Petrie

continued from page 2

iCATCHER (available in the App Store)



In the June issue, I
described Cloud
Mate, which, within a
single application,
gives you a
conspectus (I love
that word!) of all the
documents kept in
the cloud by all your
iCloud-savvy
applications. Since

then, the developers, Red When Excited, have not let
the grass grow under their feet. They have greatly
improved the Cloud Mate interface on your Mac; even
more amazing, they have provided a version of Cloud
Mate that works on your iPhone or iPad— which
should be completely impossible. I’ll describe some of
the desktop improvements, and then I’ll explain how
Cloud Mate for iOS makes the impossible possible.

Recall that Cloud Mate on the Mac works by looking
directly at the contents of the Mobile Documents
folder in your home folder’s Library, portraying those
contents in a user-friendly way, and enabling you to
manipulate them. The current version, Cloud Mate
1.5.1, is even more user-friendly. In my previous article, I
lamented that Cloud Mate’s window showed the
documents in icon view only; it has now been joined by
list view and column view. I also pointed out that Cloud
Mate’s Quick Look feature wasn’t really the same as the
system-based Quick Look; now it is. And I said
something about certain Finder keyboard shortcuts not
working in Cloud Mate’s Finder-like interface; now they
do. Gosh, it’s almost as if the developers had read my
review! Doubtless there are many further improvements
that I’ve missed, but unfortunately the developers don’t
seem to maintain a public list of their release notes.

The really big news, though, is that Cloud Mate now
also works on iOS. The iOS version, in addition to
listing non-Apple cloud-based services to which you
may be subscribed, such as Dropbox, Evernote, and
Google Drive, also lists your iOS apps that are keeping
documents in iCloud, as well as your desktop iCloud-
savvy applications.

When you tap the name of an application, you’re shown
a list of the folders and files that it’s keeping in iCloud.

When you tap the name of a file, you’re shown a
preview of that file’s contents, along with information
about the file such as its name, size, and modification
date. You can also delete or rename the file, move it to
a different folder (including the iCloud folder of a
different application), or perform any of the various
Share actions, such as mailing it, printing it, previewing
it with Quick Look, or opening it in some other app
that handles that type of file.
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CloudMate Brings ItsMagic to Your iOSDevices
by Matt Neuburg

continues on page 5
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continued from page 4

Cloud Mate can work on the Mac, because your iCloud-
based documents are just documents stored in a
particular location (the Mobile Documents folder),
whose contents are automatically mirrored to and from
iCloud. But on iOS, every app is sandboxed; it can see
only its own documents. So how on earth can Cloud
Mate on iOS possibly know what other iCloud-based
apps you have, let alone what documents those apps are
keeping in iCloud, and (even more amazing) what the
contents of those documents look like?

The answer is concealed in the preceding paragraph.
Cloud Mate on iOS is sandboxed, like every other app.
But Cloud Mate on the Mac is not! Therefore, Cloud
Mate on the Mac collects the information about your
various iCloud-savvy apps and their iCloud-based
documents and shares that information with CloudMate on
iOS. How does it do that? Using iCloud, of course!
Cloud Mate on the Mac and Cloud Mate on iOS are
both iCloud-savvy, so they have a shared folder through
which they can communicate by way of iCloud itself.
Cloud Mate on the Mac creates a description of your
iCloud-based documents and puts it into its own
iCloud-based folder (inside the Mobile Documents
folder); Cloud Mate on iOS pulls that description out of

its iCloud-based folder and uses it to create those lists
of apps and documents, as well as the metadata
describing each document.

That’s ingenious, but I’m not finished, so hold on to
your hat. I have not yet explained how on earth Cloud
Mate on iOS is able to show you a preview of the
contents of an iCloud-based file, as well as handing that
file off to various other apps and services. The answer is
that Cloud Mate’s information about each cloud-based
document includes not only its name, size, and
modification date, but also the URL of its storage
location at www.icloud.com. Thus, when you tap on the
name of a document, Cloud Mate does effectively the
same thing that Dropbox does when you tap on the
name of a document in the Dropbox app— it
downloads the document from iCloud!

Indeed, the comparison between Cloud Mate and
Dropbox, which I used in my earlier review of Cloud
Mate for Mac, turns out to be even more apt with
regard to Cloud Mate on iOS. What Dropbox user
hasn’t wished that iCloud, with its world of documents
in the cloud, behaved more like Dropbox? With Cloud
Mate on iOS, it does! Instead of having to resort to an
individual app and its interface to view and manage the
documents that belong to that app alone, you can
manage all your iCloud-based documents in one
location, regardless of what application they belong to,
and regardless of whether it’s a Mac application or an
iOS app.

Take, for example, the JPEG picture of Anton Diabelli
shown in the screen shot above. It “belongs” to the
Preview application on the Mac. So how would I hand
it to GoodReader on the iPhone? Well, starting on the
Mac, I might select it in Preview, press the Share
button, email it to myself, change to the iPhone, check
my mail, find that message, tap the JPEG enclosure,
and elect to open it in GoodReader. But with Cloud
Mate, I can work entirely on the iPhone! The picture of
Diabelli is visible there, and I can use the Share button
to open it in GoodReader in a single step (or I can even
move it directly from Preview’s iCloud folder to
GoodReader’s iCloud folder). And the fact that I can
also access Dropbox itself directly within Cloud Mate,
and thus move documents between the Dropbox cloud
world and the iCloud cloud world, is a kind of super-
bonus. continues on page 6

Cloud Mate
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There is, of course, one important caveat: in order to get started with Cloud Mate on iOS, you need to be
running (or, at least, to have run) Cloud Mate on the Mac. I repeat: Cloud Mate on iOS is sandboxed, so it can’t
see any iCloud-based documents but its own. Cloud Mate on the Mac is not sandboxed, so it does the initial
heavy lifting of discovering what iCloud-savvy apps you have and what documents they are keeping in iCloud.
On the other hand, once Cloud Mate on the Mac has performed that initial task of discovery, and once it has
created the sync information in its own iCloud-based folder, Cloud Mate on iOS can keep up with any changes
that you make on the iOS device, such as renaming, deleting, or moving a document.

I’m personally lost in admiration for the cleverness and ingenuity of the iOS version of Cloud Mate. I’m also
naturally unable to resist a certain measure of pessimism. Cloud Mate is clearly doing something that Apple
would rather it not do. How long is it going to be before the sleeping gorilla rolls over and crushes Cloud Mate
with a fist full of lawyers? I have no idea. But I can tell you this: until that happens, for one brief shining
Camelot-like moment, thanks to Cloud Mate, iCloud’s documents in the cloud feature is working in exactly the
nimble, user-compliant way in which Apple should have made it work all along, both on the desktop and on iOS.
And I, for one, intend to enjoy it while I can!

Cloud Mate for iOS [http://www.rwe-uk.com/app/cloud-mate-ios] costs $3.99 at the iOS App Store, and
requires iOS 6. Cloud Mate for Mac [ http://www.rwe-uk.com/app/cloud-mate], which is needed in order for
Cloud Mate for iOS to see your iCloud-based documents, costs $6.99 from FastSpring [http://
sites.fastspring.com/rweuk/product/cloudmate], and requires OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion.

Unless otherwise noted, this article is copyright © 2013 TidBITS Publishing, Inc.. TidBITS is copyright © 2008
TidBITS Publishing Inc. Reuse governed by this Creative Commons License: http://tidbits.com/terms/.

Cloud Mate
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Too often computer books are written for either
beginners or programmers.

Very few intermediate books truly exist but this is the
"just right" level for an experienced Mac user who
wants to take his or her experience to the next level
without learning programming or spending hours at a
command prompt. This is the book for the rest of us
who want just a little more from their daily
experiences.

Instead of reading like a manual
this book is in a "cookbook" style
with various recipes you can try
divided up into sections such as
automation, productivity and
security. Each recipe includes a
justification for the project and
tells you the very basics of how to
do it primarily to help the reader
reach that intermediate level. After
establishing the basics, Cone
suggests configurations and
software to take it to the next
level. The built-in functions of
Spotlight are great, but programs
such as Alfred build on that skill
set and make your Macusage
experience extraordinary.

I was initially skeptical, but pleasantly surprised by this
book. I expected a series of simple tips and tricks I
already knew or topics so advanced and complex that it
simply wasn't worth my time "trying" these ideas. The
book has a perfect balance of suggestions and projects
that can really enhance your Mac. Sure, I could
research programs in the App store or online but this

book curates all those thousands of programs into a
series of basic ideas and solving of problems. Use your
Mac with an external monitor? An entire chapter
covers little things you can do to prevent annoyances
such as knowing where your menu bar is or the
annoying resizing of windows when you disconnect
your monitor.

Experienced Mac users will benefit most from this
book, but even beginners who simply want more will
find a great series of ideas in this book. These chapters

solve problems intermediate users
experience and beginners haven't
quite hit the wall yet.

This is one of the best books on the
Mac I've read in recent years and
makes a great gift for any Mac user
that wants to be more productive and
efficient without investing too much
time or energy.

Pros:Outstanding series of ways to
use your Mac better with detailed
instruction

Cons: The book quickly needs a
version 2 because I finished the book
wanting more of the same.

Five out of Five Dogcows

Originally published and written for the Lawrence
Apple Users' Group 2.0 http:// www.laugks.org/
news and published by Dave Greenbaum at http://
www.clickheretech.com

Book Review: Master Your Mac

NoStarch Press
$19.95 Amazon.com

by Matt Cone
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Sometimes you click a link in your Web browser and
instead of it taking you to another Web page, the link
goes to a PDF instead. For most of us, this is no
problem: modern browsers have had the capability to
display PDFs directly for a while now, and the result
of clicking a link to a PDF usually results in the PDF
appearing inside the browser window.

Nonetheless, whenever we publish a link
to a PDF in one of our articles or Take
Control books, it’s not uncommon to
hear from frustrated readers who tell us
that all they see when they click the link
is a blank black or white page.
Fortunately, the solution is simple and
usually requires nothing more than
removing a couple of files from your
Mac.

In most cases, the cause of the problem
is one or two older browser plug-ins
from Adobe that don’t play nicely with today’s
browsers: AdobePDFViewer.plugin and
AdobePDFViewerNPAPI.plugin. These plug-ins are
installed by Adobe Reader or by Adobe Acrobat Pro
and are put in place to enable browsers to display
PDFs using Adobe’s own PDF-displaying code.
However, versions of Reader or Acrobat prior to
version 10.1.3 provide plug-ins that are incompatible
with some browsers; in particular, Safari 5.1 or later
and recent versions of Firefox end up showing black
pages (Safari) or white pages (Firefox) when the
incompatible Adobe plug-ins are installed.

The fix is easy: quit your browser (this step is
important!) and remove the plug-ins. You can usually
find them in the Internet Plug-ins folder inside the
main Library folder on your Mac— no, not the
hidden Library in your Home directory (also known as
~/Library/Internet Plug-Ins) but the one at the top
level of your hard disk (/Library/Internet Plug-Ins).

Open that folder, look for any files that begins with
the name AdobePDFViewer, and drag them out of
the /Internet Plug-ins folder (put them on the
Desktop temporarily if you don’t want to trash them
immediately). You will be asked to confirm the move
by entering an administrator name and password.

Sometimes you won’t find the
incompatible plug-ins in your main
Library folder. If so, look in the
Library folder in your Home
directory instead. This folder is
hidden by default in Mac OS X 10.7
Lion and 10.8 Mountain Lion. To
reach it in the Finder, hold down the
Option key, choose Go > Library,
and then navigate to the Internet
Plug-Ins folder. If you see the
AdobePDFViewer plug-ins in that
folder, drag them out; again, you may
be asked to confirm the move by

entering an administrator name and password.

Once the plug-ins are removed, launch your Web
browser and try again— you should now be able to
view PDFs right in the browser window using the
browser’s native PDF support. (And if you don’t want
to view PDFs in your browser at all, read “Wrangling
PDFs in 2012’s Web Browsers [http://tidbits.com/
article/13018]” for instructions on disabling the
functionality.)

Unless otherwise noted, this article is copyright © 2013
TidBITS Publishing, Inc.. TidBITS is copyright © 2008
TidBITS Publishing Inc. Reuse governed by this Creative
Commons License: http://tidbits.com/terms/.

What to Do When Your Web
Browser Wonʼt Display PDFs

by Michael E. Cohen








